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Homecoming
election
today
ctober 26, 1979
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University of the Pacific, Stockton. CA. 95211

omecoming tradition and innovation
Photo by Susan Shinkai

Bill Gleeson
national
Studies
and
Com
munications, is Casa Werner's can
didate. She is competing for the title
"to represent the dorm, to represent
UOP, and," she concluded, "it's a
neat way to get to know a lot of dif
ferent people."
Norton, nominated by Alpha
Chi, is a sophomore voice perfor-

mance major from Pleasanton. "I
want," she said, "to represent the
school, the unity and the spirit of
Homecoming and to help carry it
through the rest of the year."
Nominated by DG, Toogood is a
senior commercial design major from
St. Helena. She has two reasons for
running for the title. "I'm running to
represent DG, and I think I could use
it to the glory of God."
A junior from San Luis Obispo,
Warneke is majoring in vocal per
formance and communications.
When asked why she decided to com
pete for Homecoming Queen, she an
swered, "I felt it would be a great ex
perience to meet more people, but
more importantly, I feel the
Homecoming queen could be a
representative of the student body
throughout the entire year, not just
during a one day sports event.
John Ballantyne is running a
write-in campaign for candidate Bill
Gleeson, who was eliminated by
judges in preliminary competition.
Gleeson's candidacy is JB's way of
protesting beauty contests as "sexist,
exclusive, and shallow." The dorm
council contends that instead of

refusing an entry, a male candidate
speaks of a much strong complaint.
Homecoming Queen election;
began yesterday and will continue
today.
The Homecoming Weekend
Schedule is as follows:
Friday
3:30 p.m. - Olympics and Tug of War
6:30 p.m. - Alpha Pi Alpha Reunion
Dinner, Regents' Dining Room
7:30 p.m. - UOP Jazz Band Concert,
Conservatory
Saturday
7:45 a.m. - Past Presidents' Breakfast,
Regents' Dining Room
10:00 a.m. - Parade (Pacific Ave. to
Stadium)
11:00 a.m. - Class of '69 Reunion
luncheon, Elbert Covell Dining Room
11:30 a.m. - Donor's Luncheon ($150
or more to Pacific Fund)
2:00 p.m. - Football. UOP vs. Fresno
State
5:00 p.m. - Classes of '53, '54,
'55, '56 Reunion, Raymond Common
Room - Classes of '59 & '60, Gold
Room
5:30 p.m. - Class of '29 Reunion,
Redwood Room
9:00 p.m. - Dance, Raymond Great
Hall

Homecoming Queen candidates clockwise from top left: Jody
Cracknell, Salinda Toogood, Marleta Warneke, Tricia Herbert
and Cindy Norton.
Photo by Susan Shinkai

One of the strangest finishes

The intensity of the game expressed by Coach Toledo
By Karen Komsak
Pacifican Sports Editor

! The San Francisco Examiner
died it "the strangest finish ever in
|i)llege football;" most UOP fans,
ill in shock, called it a definite mis"If the officjals after the game
tiould have said,' there's no time left,
jie game's over,' I probably could
lave bought that," says Head Coach
rob Toledo in reference to UOP's 143 loss to Utah State.
"The thing that was really disirbing to me was when the official
|ys 'wait a minute, I think there's
'ue second left,' 'cause when they
''ent like that," says Toledo while
listuring a referee's discretionary or

injury time out, "when the guy (Utah
quarterback) hit his knee, there was
one second on the clock. Then it
clicked off. So when the official came
over he said, 'I think that there's a
second left on the clock,' and he went
and got the clock operator and the
clock operator said, 'Yes, there's one
second left in the game.'
"So then he runs back on the field
and we're all excited and elated, we
have a chance to win the game now,
and then the other officials talked
him out of It. They told him, 'You
had better not do it, 'cause then
you're really going to have a pro
blem. The game's over let's forget it,'
but the clock operator did say that
there was one second left in the game.
I've never seen a quarterback sneak

Photo by David Aguilar

take four seconds.
"I think that the officials think
that there really would have been a
lot of problems, giving in to a home
crowd and the home team and all
that, and they felt that there really
would have been a problem, if they
put another second back on the clock.
"I don't think that Utah State
would have come back on the field.
From talking to their coaches, they
ere not going to come back on the

field. The coaches told the players
'Go ahead, get out of here, go into the
locker room.'
According to Utah State Head
Coach Bruce Snyder, there wasn't
one second on the clock.
If a second had been called, "It
would have been an incorrect ruling.
I would have protested. The game
Was over, there's no controversy,"
says Snyder. He would not comment
on the possibility of a forfeit.
Although there may be doubt in
many minds as to whether or not the
game is really over, there is a rule in
college football that a game can not
be protested.
'Thething that was really distur
bing was the officials not making a
decision and living with it," says
Toledo. "If the game was over then
they should have said 'off the field.'
If there's one second, then say that
there's one second left and do it."
Aside from the unusual finish,
the game had other stark moments.
"I don't think that it should have
gotten down to that one play," says
Toledo. "Everyone makes a big thing
of that while we fail to mention the
99 yard drive, ... and we fail to men
tion that maybe they're a great team
coming back and going 99 yards. We
fail to mention the series where we
don't score, where we make
mistakes," he continues.
"I think that too much is made of
that last second," adds Toledo, "I'm
not a great believer of turning points
in games. I don't believe there are
anV-"
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KUOP Manager still
under investigation
By Susan Pillow
Editor-in-Chief

The slush fund has been refunded
to students, and there is a new policy
to air public service messages, but as
student staffer Belinda Misali put it,
"Nothing is really new" at KUOP.
The review committee, headed
by Dr. Reuben Silva, has met with
students to clarify charges of illegal
actions and general mismanagement
of the station by manager Michael
Turner.
The committee will meet with
Turner tonight for his response to
those charges. Charges against Tur
ner include the establishment of a
slush fund which required student
workers to kick back 25 cents/hour of
their $2.90 minumum wage, tam
pering with a time card, withholding
paychecks, refusal to air public ser
vice messages, unusual suspensions,
and general mismanagement.
Another question arose when
students pointed to Turner's purchase
of an oak table and other office fur
niture simultaneous with the
establishment of the slush fund
bee i use of budgeting problems. The

Mike Turner
furniture from the quonset office
location was replaced, and what has
not been stolen, remains in storage.
The review committee, originally
asked to prepare a report by October
25, has been unable to finish the in
vestigation in such a short time, but
according to ASUOP director of
academic affairs, Paul Vogelzang,
every attempt is being made to com
plete the review as soon as possible.
"It depends," he said on how far we
can get at Friday night's meeting."

SI

Introducing
the 'mini' Pacifican
The Pacifican has returned to a weekly publication schedule
with the first of its "mini-editions."
Publication was cut back to a twice-monthly schedule
because of an unusually small staff, but numerous requests that
weekly publication resume, with a little less quality if necessary,
brought about the decision to continue to publish larger, 8-10
page editions every other week, supplemented by small, 4-6 page
editions on the off weeks.
The smaller editions will serve primarily to update the news
with news briefs, a current calendar, and small sports and enter
tainment sections.
Deadlines for news and letters to the editor are Monday at 5
p.m. The advertising deadline is Friday, one week before
publication, at 5 p.m.

The Tiger brought his friends to UOP last Wednesday at the invitation of Dr. Richard Tenaza
promotion for Tenaza's Winter Term in Africa.

The anihnals visited the University Center as a
Photos by David Aguilar
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Editorial-

Sports or politics?
"Daddy, the game's not over,

October

26, 1979
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President McCaffrey:

said Christa Toledo

when asked by her father, Bob Toledo, what she thought of

"On the job

last Saturday's game against Utah State.
Was the game really over?
According to the officials' report of the game, the point
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is debatable. As the referee signaled a time out, there was
one second left on the clock. The clock operator, seeing the
referee's signal, responded by pushing the button to stop the
clock, as he did, the clock ticked off. It is undeterminable
whether the conflict was due to a mechanical error, human

4^ ilorro

by Dr. Stanley E. McCaffrey
President,

, •

University of the Pac. .e

, This is the third of the rotating column series from Finan-

reflexes, or a bad judgement.
The argument goes on as to why the officials would not
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•What <ta lh^™ttn',ud;nSfme this question They «"&£££• if »•
Every once in awhile a studen1
^
'The
Cin
surprising and I thought y«

judgement is usually the right one.
It seems obvious that the politics of the decision may
have been given more consideration than sportsmanship,

Mfc-

are h

which the Utah State coaching staff also seemed to lack.
As soon as the referee had signaled the time out, the

be described in a number of ways such
. r «
cnlit the a
A President's job can
he does, it's almost alWaSUeSt.0 ' q^d Si

The missing second.

"Never a dull

Utah players and staff began to leave the field. While the of
ficials looked into the possibility of a second left in the game,
the Utah staff insthicted their team to continue to the locker

Letters to the Editor

room, to stay there, and not to talk to anyone.
This demonstrated a lack of pride on the part of Utah
State. Would not a team feel prouder of a victory that they
fought for until the final seconds, rather than one where they

Dear Editor,
It is regretful, due to the behavior
of several students the past year
where Marine Corps representatives
last spring were showered with a mix
ture of water, soft-drinks, and ashes,
and more recently on Wednesday,
October 17, when dress hats were
stolen, the Corps no longer will re
cruit officer candidates on our cam

ficials may have resulted in a clear resolution of the game.
Perhaps in the'future, PCAA officials will keep in mind
that their role is to serve as overseers of sportsmanship not as
political diplomats.

r-w

-Karen Komsak, Sports Editor

V

Cuest vine

pus.
In that no students have ap
proached me indicating any reason
why representatives of the military
service would not be welcome on our
campus,I can only preclude the inci-

category of control.
Califano's action required the
U.S. Drug Enforcement Ad
ministration to reject the petition and
is the latest development in NORMl.'s seven-vear legal battle to
reclassify marijuana. As a ScheduleI
drug, marijuana is classified with
heroin and LSD and listed as having
"no currently accepted medical
value" and "a lack of accepted safety
lor use under medical supervision."
Schedule 1 drugs are available for
research purposes only. NORML has
appealed the decision to the U.S.
Court of Appeals in Washington,
DC.
In the past eighteen months, 14
states have legalized medical access
to marijuana for victims of glaucoma
and cancer. In 1979, more than thir
ty states considered such legislation.
Because of federal restrictions
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marijuana. Quie is the only governor
to turn down marijuana as medicine.
On March 22, 1979, the
National Cancer Institute (NCI)
heard reports from ten ongoing
research proj/cts using marijuana OR
THC to combat the nausea and
vomiting associated with cancer
chemotherapy.
Nine reported

that he ot, rf

responsibility of which 1 know,

Placement, a service of student life, is
committed to serve all students con
sidering diverse occupational in

University constituencies-students,

terests.
It is inconceivable that personal
opinion or gross irresponsibility, not
thinking of the consequences such ac
tions can have on fellow students,

favorable comments from our varie
nance ot a universiiy is shared hy many
,11
:^-^i^ra,lyendsup«.her^de^sdesC

exists.
Disappointed,
Bill McGregor
Director
Career Planning & Placement

positive findings, with one physician
citing a 93 percent success rate.
Several of the researchers indicated
their displeasure with existing
federal restrictions against the
medical use of marijuana/THC and
called on NCI to assist in making
marijuana more widely available

Joe Annotti

Acting on an opinion
There are a number of adjectives that have become closely associated
with the description of my personality during my tenure at Pacific - irration
al, unreasonable, stubborn and easily the most popular, opinionated.
O.K., I agree,I am opinionated, but hell, we all have thoughts and views
about everything, it's human nature. The reason that the otheT, somewhat less
flattering adjectives have been added on is that I voice my opinions, some of
which people tend to disagree with -- fervently!
Forming an opinion takes little or no effort. We, as individuals, exper
ience something, gain a perspective, a belief, a viewpoint and presto, an
opinion is born. I don't consider a snap judgement an opinion, for there can
be too many variables that go into these spur of the moment decisions. An
opinion must be cultivated, not processed.
Acting on an opinion involves a lot more effort and, in some cases, even a ,
risk. If your opinion goes against the standards of the community, especially
those of the leaders of the community, then be prepared to take criticism harsh criticism. When one makes waves one must be prepared to stand up to
the undertow created by those waves.
Along with these risks, however, comes the opportunity for change and
growth. Opinions and the people who act upon them are the first step, the
catalyst, toward
change. The combined opinions of the United States
Supreme Court justices makes decisions that influence the entire judicial
system. The opinion of one citizen can build into a movement to abolish an
old law or establish a new one. Countless newspaper columnists make their
living and influence ours through written opinions everyday.
Ido not contend that each and every opinion is a cause to go out and raise
hell in the country. Many times an individuals opinion will go completely un
noticed. For example, if you happen to be of the opinion that Post Grape Nuts
tastes like cardboard, yet the cereal shows no decline in sales, chances are that
the Post Company will disregard your letters of protest with a cynical smirk.
However, if you can convince the other 60 million people that buy Post Grape
Nuts annually that the cereal really does taste like cardboard, well then, what
Started as your personal opinion could turn into a corporate battle that might
affect cereal eaters nationwide.
\
Whatever the case, opinions and the ability to express them are entirely
and uniquely human. No other form of life on this planet can form and exer
cise an opinion. They are the basis for discussion and debate and are the core
of our Bill of Rights.
A valid opinion, clearly expressed will, no doubt, create action and reac
tion, though usually not of equal and opposite proportions as stated by New
ton's Law.
This brings to mind an article of mine that appeared in
last
year entitled "The Decay and Death of Disco." In it (in my opinionated way)I
raked disco music over the coals. For this bit of verbiageI received a hearty
chorus of cheers from the rockers and a rousing round of boos from the disco
fans - in other words, a reaction, not something that was read and thrown

The Pacifican
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most varied, interesting, ^^^'^y^tfed

dents were immature acts of poor
judgement.
Career Planning and

By National Organization
for the Reform fo Marijuana Laws
most states have adopted legislation
similar to New Mexico's which
establishes a state-wide program of
research. In Oregon, however, the
legislation orders the state police and
health departments to cooperate in
making contraband marijuana
(seized in arrests) available to cancer
and glaucoma patients.
The fourteen states which have
passed legislation are: California,
Colorado, Florida, Illinois, Iowa,
Louisiana, Maine, Nevada, New
Mexico, Oregon, Texas, Virginia,
Washington, and West Virginia.
New Mexico was the first state to
pass legislation allowing legal access
to marijuana in February, 1978.
One year later. New Mexico began
dispensing supplies of marijuana
received from the federal government
to cancer patients undergoing
chemotherapy. Initial data on 15
patients indicate that marijuana is
"working very well to counteract
nausea and vomiting."
Governor Albert Quie, of Min
nesota, has vetoed a bill which would
have provided medical acccess to
marijuana for cancer and glaucoma
patients. Pressure to veto the bill was
applied by the Minnesota medical
society, the state chapter of the
American Cancer Society, and the
state medical schools, saying that
researchers could already obtain

.."Whatever

moment".

Seriously, 1 have always lelt
°„e "f

Setback for pot reclassification
The hopes of thousands of
glaucoma, cancer and multiple
sclerosis patients throughout the
country were dealt a set back with
the refusal of the Department of
Health, Education, and Welfare to
reclassify marijuana.
In a June 6th press release, thenSecretary ot HEW Joseph Califano
said marijuana's placement in
Schedule 1 was "preferable" while
admitting that marijuana could just
as easily fit in a less restricted

ittee o
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stay with their decision. Once a call is made, it is thought to
be good practice to stay with that call because the first

deserted the field?
f
Better sportsmanship and firmer decisions by the of
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." nihilities to many differed

aspects and involves
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7,
.,1:.. and others. Each day is filled wi!
Regents, alumni, donors, the public an
,„,1 even occasii
USIOIli
Phone calls, letters, meeting, requests eotppla.nK

First and foremost, a University Pres.dent has as his basic

mut

islewr
fall a

•ekend rein
k wen

poj Iv thpfiS

about their r
portion of his time is devoted to wbrking cm one
and others- I
University's educational-academic program. This is done m a «,
V
the worth
variety of^ways: working with the Academic Vice President and oth flftr on'

University administrators; meeting with many University committee h(,Lions inheren

consulting with dean of colleges and faculty members coneemi, Fourteen wonu
^^of Active schools; ascertaining interests and needs, ricipute in the r
students by personal visits and meetings with student groups; report,, directed by Siste
s to and receiving policy guidance tro Jepman Chaplain.
to, piuacuiitift
presenting 1WW1.....W
recommendations
ID,
.

the Board of Regents; and other ways. Providing the most meaning!; stents leave
total educational experience for students is the President s prmiai^. m|)Cr 2 at 5

responsibility.
.
>it in trout 1 <''
Virtually all of the President's many other activities are devoted
retum to cai
supporting this major objective of assuring a strong education^ em|)(,r 4 al 3 0
program. One of the fundamental efforts of a President, in
. coopcratriiL,,,

with the Admissions Office and other llniversitv officials, is

telling the story of the University to prospective students. For exanipl
there are some twenty or more Pacific Regional meetings
throughout the State of California and Western states during the y«
organized by the Admissions Oil ice. The President attends a number
1
familii
leeting and speaks to the prospective students and their lam
these meeting
ition, he welcomes mane
many visiting student
to the
can
In addition,
stutteni groups 10
me canipi

such as the California Scholarship Federation and others, and with
wife, has receptions at the President's Home for new students and the
parents, as well as reeceptions for other student groups such as thu
Friday, Octolx
receiving honors at entrance, etc. Enrollment is of fundamental impo
tance to a university and the President devotes a fair amount ot his tin
in working with others to achieve a strong enrollment.
R™"»s,on» C'*
Relationships with students on the campus is certainly one of tl jn
. KeK101
most enjoyable features of the President's experience. M\ wile. Be! ™«rviews: Vi
and 1 find this to be the most heartwarming aspect of the President's jo Art Dept. Exl
Cen. Gallery We enjoy having students at our home, enjoy visiting with students
sororities, fraternities, dorms, and in other groups. We attend pla; ASUOP Films
concerts, debates, athletic contests and a wide variety of other stuck! UOP Jazz Ran

events and never tire of these opportunities of getting to know o|
students. One of the more frustrating aspects of the President's job• Saturd.ay, Oct
that available time doesn't permit more opportunities for getting |
know more of our students.
Homec,
Fund-raising is unquestionably an important part of the job 1 football; UQ1
president of an independent (private) university like Pacific since mail S*PHA Regie
taining financial viability is essential. A president could easily spend)
of this time in an effort to raise funds for the institution. In actuality
probably spend about a quarter to a third of my time in.activities relatl
to this responsibility. Much of these efforts are in telling the story of tl
University or developing the interest of persons and groups in t
University. It isn't all, by any means, simply approaching a prospt'
tive donor and asking for funds.' One must develop the interest of th
donor in the University before it is appropriate to suggest a possibleg
to meet an important University need. As much asI have done it,I do'

becoming

find it easy to ask for the University and for future generations of st
dents. 1 must say that when a gift is made, it really is thrilling and wh<
one sees a new project or facility come into being as a result of a gift, it
extremely satisfying.

Hat,,
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fUOP Film;

^OP Hom
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A university president also has responsibilities to the profession
U(s
higher education and in this connection I am privileged to serve at
Golf.
UOP i,
present time as President of the Western College Association, of
*r: UOP
colleges and universities-both public and private-in the Western state !
While this responsibility does not require a great deal of time, it is
UOpL
portant and it does, afford the opportunity of close relationships vJ »R«
*"
colleagues in other institutions of higher .education.
ft. Us*n-t
Bu
There is also the "public service" aspect of a president's res|
Con #&So»
ottser v
sibility and at this time I am endeavoring to perform such serv
atoi
through Rotary International, the international service organization
,u*sd
*y
which 1 have been worldwide 1st Vice President. I recently spoke bef'
the Rotary International Asia Regional Conference in Seoul, Korea 2
*rvi,e>vS;
persented a proposal for "A Pacific Basin Community" in which all
k'tii
1
the nations of Asia and the Pacific would cooperate in a variety of
deavors, including trade and economic development, education, muU
efforts toward peace and a variety of other activities. Such public
vice involves relationships with leaders of business, government a
society in many countries of the world and, I believe, assists
broadening the recognition of our University, as well as furthering
GpfHn
cause ot higher education.

S

,o,

I am always amused when some person innocently asks me al
graduation in May, "What do you do all summer?" Actually, like
University administrators, my job is almost asbusy in the summer as 1
during the regular academic year. While the pace isn't as hectic "I

away.

here aren t as many meetings, the responsibilities generally contir
We manage to get a few weeks vacation which we usually take at«
cabin at Potbelly Beach in Aptos near Santa Cruz, but even then we k
in close touch with my office.

The most memorable of these responses was a letter to the editor in the
following issue written by Amy Woodhull, wherein she described my article as
infantile, invalid, and unworthy of being printed. Well Amy...that's your
opinion!

P^fdent's responsibilities are many and varied and contill
roughout the year. While they are demanding and challenging, t
are deeply satisfying and I wouldn't trade this job for any other in
world.
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sibility the "total educational program of the institution. Thus the• majHvdwoiW'1
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NEWS ITEM: A N.A.S.A. AUDIT FINDS A
NUMBER OF MOON ROCKS MISSING.

C P C p l a n s movie premiere
By Charles Fee
Pacifican Staff Writer

frey

"The Shout," a newly released
m starring Alan Bates and
im(Rocky Horror)Curry, will be
yen its West Coast premiere at the
c0lumn series from Fi
inj, C Theatre in early November.
Jan Upshur, chairperson of the
jnema Committee of the University
enter Programs Council (UCPC)
•ranged for "The Shout" showing.
Upshur is still looking for some of
lis question. They u% ie money to finance the rental of the
rprising and 1 thought I}1"'but she 'S nt>t worried' "The Shout is an expensive film
number of ways, SUL dative to the Cinema Committe

s0

$800 rental price of "The Shout."
Upshur said she would contact the
UCPC in the event that other sources
for funding fell through.
"The Shout is a 1979 film by
Polish director, Jersey Skolomowski,
based on the novel of the same name
by Robert Graves. The title refers to
an aboriginal word which has the
magical power to possess a man's
soul.
The word has been
"discovered" by a patient of an in
sane asylum, played by Bates.
"The Shout" was suggested to
Upshur by a fellow student, as a way ;
to raise money for a new marqee for
the UC Theatre because it would be a
premiere and it stars some very
popular actors.
The Cinema Committee is
responsible for the Tuesday and
Thursday night film series at the UC

does, it's almost alwudget' but we are looking for other
'burces to split the cost with us."
irjnt!
,f a University PresidJ Upshur said she will contact
,jng and satisfying 0| jsUOP, COPA and various faculty
of ever so many differ jx nibcrs in hope of offsetting the
sibilities to many differ]
administrators and ^
rs. Each "day is filled yj
inls, and even occasu J
lents! Although the gJ
nts of the institution, ml
'resident's desk.
further information call 951-0881.
A weekend retreat is being plannt has as his basic rJ
Newman House is sponsoring a
istitution. Thus, the ij'd b> the Newman Community to
Thanksgiving
canned food drive that
ne aspect or another of fve women students a chance to rewill
run
through
Wednesday, Nov
ect
al)OUt
tbeir
This is done in a J
relationships with
ember
14.
, Vice President and <f,,d a"d °therS' Th° weekend wiU
The canned goods will be collect
nter on the worth of the person and
nv University eommillJ ed bv students and interested com
ity members concern,e R'nSkmS inherentT? l',"8'
munity residents to benefit needy
F°Urteen w"men wi" b" able
,ing interests and need
Stockton residents. Various campus
articipate in the retreat which will
student groups; reporl
locations are being used as collection
e directed by Sister Barbara Thiella,
zing policy guidance
points.
lewman Chaplain.
ding the most meanini
A special UOP Thanksgiving ser
Students leave UOP on Friday,
i the President's prim
vice
to celebrate the drive will be held
Uovember 2 at 5:00 p.m. for an
on
November
14 at 6:30 p.m. in
jcean front retreat house at Carmel
?r activities are devote
Morris
Chapel.
The public is invited
nd return to campus on Sunday,
ng a strong educatii
to
attend
and
urged
to bring one gift
lovember 4 at 3:00 p.m. The cost is
President, in cooperati
of
canned
goods
to
symbolize their
20.00.
crsilv officials, is tha
support
for
the
collection.
,,
Reservations are needed. For
re students. Por exani|^<
Regional meetings I
•m states during the r
ident 'attends a nuitjlx
udent.s and their fatnil
•nl groups to the canif
i and others, and with
or new students and!
lent groups such as ll
Friday, October 26
: is of fundamental im
< a fair amount of his I
Admissions Group Visit - Common Room - 8 a.m.
illment.
SAPHA Region 8 Meeting - San Francisco
>us is certainly one ol
Interviews: Vitro Labs - Placement Center - 9-5 p.m.
|x'ricnce. M\ wile, f
Art Dept. Exhibit: Jim Kaneko, Painter & Frances Desne, Sculptor - U.
ipect of the President s
Cen. Gallery - 9-5 p.m.
) visiting with stuck'"
ASUOP Film: "Magic" - U. Cen. Theatre - 6 & 9 p.m.
groups. We attend pi
UOP Jazz Band: Mike Vax Guest Artist - Conservatory Aud. -8:15 p.m
le variety of other stui
s of getting to know
Saturday, October 27
ts of the President's j®
'portunities for gotti":
UOP Homecoming

Newman House sets
fall activity schedule

Theatre. The films are selected by the
committee which includes Upshur
and five other students.
The committee is open to any
suggestions on programming. The
quidelines for film selection are that
they be either classics, foriegn films
or films not usually shown, according
to Upshur.
The Cinema Committee works
with a yearly bugdet of $4,600. This
money comes from the UCPC budget
which in turn is provided by the $25
University Center fee payed by
students.
Upshur says the Cinema Com
mittee will use over half of its budget

"We will put on our second an
nual Spring Film Festival next
in the fall semester this year, but she
does not see that as a problem,
semester, and part of the money for
that will come from the International
Students Organization."
The Cinema Committee will also
show films that are being used by
teachers of film classes in the spring,
and those films are payed for by the
department sponsoring the class.
For information about "The
Shout" and other UCPC films, come
to the University Center Office.
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COLLEGE SURVIVAL
THERE? GOT TO BE A
BETTER WAY!

C4MDIS
CALENDAR

Football: UOP vs. Fresno State - Pacific Memorial Stadium - 2 p.m.
SAPHA Region 8 Meeting - San Francisco
Homecoming Reception - Common Room - 4 p.m.
ASUOP Film: "Magic" - U. Cen Theatre - 6 & 9 p.m.
ASUOP Homecoming Dance - Great Hall - 9-12 midnight

ortant part of the j°
ity like Pacific since n
ident could easily spen
institution. In actuali
ny time inactivities rel
rein telling the story0
ersons and groups i"
dv approaching a proS
develop the interest of
' to suggest a possit
li as I have done it,
future generations °|j
ally is thrilling antHJ
as a result of a g'"'

Sunday, October, 28
SAPHA Region 8 Meeting - San Francisco
ASUOP Film: "Magic" - U. Cen. Theatre - 3, 6 & 9 p.m.
Volleyball: UOP vs. Hawaii - at Delta College - 4 p.m.
Navigators Meeting - Common Room - 7:30 p.m.
Monday, October 29

ilities to the profess'"
privileged to serve

a

"liege Association-

1

ate-in the Western^
feat deal of time, f "
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tion.
' of a president s
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al service organiza"'
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summ0",

bilities generally

LKS Pre-Rush Function
Golf: UOP Invitational - Stockton Country Club - All Day
Soccer: UOP vs. San Francisco State - home - 3 p.m.
Newman Student Executive Council - Newman House - 7:30 p.m.
ASUOP Fairhousing Seminar: "Real Estate Investment - Including the F.rst House"-Gold Room - 7:30 p.m.
. .,
RAS Basson & Clarinet Recital: Donald DaGrade & William Domrnik Conservatory Aud. - 8:15 p.m.
Tuesday, October 30
Interviews: Bureau of Reclamation & Xerox - Placement Center - 9-5
Golf: UOP Invitational - Stockton Country Club - All Day
ASUOP Senate Meeting- U. Cen. Redwood Room - 5:30 p.m.
French Film: Racine's tragedy "Berenice" - Knoles 211-7 p.m.
Newman Lecture on Time-Gold Room-8 p.m. fi)E.
m
RAS Organ Recital: Charles Schilling - Conservatory u . - .
PUCPC Film Series: "Dr. Strangelove" & Beatleman.a 8 - U. Cen.

l.ding

1 1 : 0 0 or 2 : 3 0

Halloween
_
Interview: Thorn McAn - Placement Center - 9-5 p.m.

j.

and challeng'" j,
's job for any of'
'

- U. Cen.
icPCR.^e, Entertainment Committee, H. No Name," • U. C,.
Rathskeller - 9 p.m.

Building
Room F
" W e s t of Long Theatre"
University of the Pacific Campus
"Z"

c^|
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all the reading you're expected to do and know,
plus still have time to do what you want to do.
Today you can increase your reading speed,
dramatically at the free Reading Dynamics
lesson. You've got nothing to lose but a lot of
cramming and sleepless nights. Reading Dynamics.
Now you know there is a better way. Take the
free lesson and kiss your "No-Snooze" goodbye.

NEXT WEEK ONLY!!!! SAVE THIS SCHEDULE!!!!

Wednesday, October 31

tak

and varied and

Why let the responsibilities that college
demands deprive you of enjoying the college life?
With Readina Dvnamics vou can handle both-

Theatre - 9 p.m.

we usually
'J
•*rUz, but even then j

|ich

There is. One free Evelyn Wood Reading
Dynamics lesson will prove it to you. Today take
the free Reading Dynamics lesson and you can
dramatically increase your reading speed in that
one free lesson.

6 : 0 0 or 8 : 0 0 p.m.
Holiday In
221N. Center
"Downtown Stockton
(Exit off I-5)
© 1978 Evelyn Wood
Reading Dynamics. Inc

The Pecifican
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Mike-Allah
Dealing with belligerent countries like LuD<r

Kpn Wornick

Ear to the
ground

A lot of people were very upset
with the results of the non-aligned
summit. The 96 nation resolution
which condemned U.S. foreign policy
Others were
took many by surprise.
shocked.
But of course, those of us who
read Time Magazine expected it all

UNKNOWN TALES

During the construction of Burns Tower yCars ago, funds apparently
ran short and the building was never completed. "What's Missing?" you
ask. The tower was designed to be a concrete structure with a brick
facade...Can you imagine what an added dimension a bricked Burns
Tower would offer this campus? I can see the setting sun shining
on...weep, weep, and on we go...As I wrote recently, our library, most
agree, is a bit inadequate. Good news is there seems to be a wealthy
Stockton man who has declined to donate to the Events Center; but
rather, he is considering a donation to have a brand new library built on
the intra-mural football field next to the tennis courts. He may even put
Mime new books in it! Don't get all excited vet, though, that's still years
off, savs source.

along-

IN ONE EAR
Cheers to Arehania and member Pete Gilroy who has organized
some good community projects. The most recent being a marathon run
of the Pacific/San Jose game ball to Spartan Stadium. Individuals and
community groups are pledging money towards the Hannot Center for
the handicapped and mentally retarded...I wonder if they've thought of
asking Stan M. to run the first mile of the marathon. He's been a jogger
for years and vou can see him jogging around campus in his Pacific
sweats every day at the crack of dawn...U.O.P. security now offers a
great new service. If you record the serial number with their office, the
number will be placed into a nationwide computer file. If the bicycle
were to come to the attention of any law enforcement officer the bike
could be traced back to you etc. etc....
WHA T A MESS
•re certuink is no drug problem here at U.O.P.; that is, you can
gel all vou need. And the best place seems to be the Health Outer,
i ue\ >ecm lo led that darvon and occasional penicillin arc the cure II
drugs. 1 personally over the years have received Darvon for a head cold
and a knee injury. One source claims to have received it for a headache.
Admittedly, very few of us are capable of self diagnosis and treatment,
but how can they explain the cure-all reputation Darvon seems to
have?...KUOP is in the midst of turmoil. Apparently the station
manager is accused of having a slush fund, altering time cards, and
witholding paychecks. It's an unfortunate mess, especially since KUOP
is one of the very few good jazz stations in the valley. Still maintain that
there should be rock after midnight, like in 1976...Seniors, don't forget
to file for graduation by November 1.
II.

AST LEG
As basketball season aproaches and with it the cold, rainy Pacific
winter, I hope the athletic dept. is planning on having the gyms open
seven (lavs a week. Last year there were upwards of 100 people in the
gy m on weekends, but very often the gyms opened late or closed early.
Main resorted lo breaking into the south campus gym as maintenance
and security can testify. And I'd love to change the world but I don't
know what to do...See vou next week.

J

E.VERY NlGMT WE
'WATCH ONE §TuPlD? INFANTILE
<bHov/ AFTER ANOTHER!
DON'T THE NETWORKS HAVE
INTELLIGENCE?

ing I3

What this world needs is a Stra
tegic Arms Iqcreasement Treaty
whereby each imperialistic nation
agrees to build up arms at an alarm
ing rate, and use whatever force is
necessary to keep subordinate states

_ . ,

Let's face it. Cold wars are a lot
of fun and we couldn't expect a
billion people to resist the temptation
for very much longer. It was foolish
for them to even try.
Now that the non-aligned nations
have finally come to their senses, we
should welcome them with open
arms welcome them into the world of
modern technology and international
trade embargos.
This new development could be
the best thing that ever happened to
the U.S. or even the world. Never
before have so many people from so
many places, had so many dumb
things to argue about.
Never again will we have to be
.satisfied with telling the Russians to
get out of Cuba. Never again will
they be bored with getting us out of
Israel.
Now we can tell Cuba to get out
of Angola and we can even tell
Angola to get out of Angola, but they .
can both tell us to get out of Israel.
The Muslims can tell Moscow to
get out of Afghanistan and they can
kick us out of Iran.
The Arabs can call Egypt a
traitor and Egypt can call the Arabs a
"bunch of commies." The Arabs can
raise the price of oil and we can call
them greedy and they can laugh at us.
They can also tell us to get out of
Israel.
The Cubans can tell the Chinese
to get out of Viet Nam and the
Chinese can tell Viet Nam to get out
of Cambodia and Viet Nam can tell
the Jews to get out of Israel.
The Jews can tell Viet Nam to
mind its own business.
The world is going to be such a
different place that I can't help but be
excited.
Ik
While we're on the subject of in
ternational relations, I might as well
put in my 25 cents worth (inflation)
on Salt II. Many people have been
wondering why I didn't mention this
fiasco sooner, but I honestly thought
this whole silly affair would blow
over quickly and we could forget
about it.
Can't always be right you know.
Anyway, I want you all to know
that I have always been against Salt
II. But now it seems especially foolish
for us to voluntarily limit our powers
when the non-aligned nations are
becoming beligerant.
The Soviets may think they're
safe now, but it's only a matter of
time before Castro kicks them out of
Cuba. Then what will they do?

in line.
Of course, Senator Jackson
would still be opposed.
He'd
probably say, "I think it's a bum deal
for the Americans! We will be forcecb
to spend billions of dollars on MX
missiles and nuclear submarines
while the Soviets spend only a few
rubles on tanks and airplanes.
And Senator Baker would say,
"I'm not even sure if we can trust the
Soviets to do that much. I'm worried
about our ability to verify their com
pliance."
"And even if we could catch the
Soviets cheating," would say Senator
Stone, "would we have the will to
force the Soviets to spend their fair
share for arms?"
On the other side of the fence,
people like George McGovern would
complain that the treaty isn't an increasement treaty at all. "Every time
we set a goal of say, 3 million war
heads for each side, that ends up

""Til
A
,ffer all a

he rfg ulai
jOfl studt
in LOP's
,n a ,'dyni
AIso c
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the C
j0v< mt>er
»lay pi' ^

being a limit and neither side ever
goes over it even though both could
easily do so."
In the end however, I think most

Pr. Thomat Anthony

I know lor those who want to know
Comedy before he is told to be quiet

Dear Dr. Anthony:
I'm very much interested in
words, i.e. formation, derivation, etc.
In fact I'm thinking about becomming
an English major at our beloved (U),
(u), niversity-wasn't sure if the universchool should be capitalized. How
would you diagram that last sentence.
My question to you Dr. Anthony is tel.
me everything you know about words.
????????????????????????????????

Answer
The
word
university
is
capitalized because it is referring to a
specific institution. For a diagram of
the sentence turn to page four.
The best way to tell you about
words is through Arnold Mathew's
W.O.R.D.S.
W. stands for "The Speakable
and the Unspeakable."
The
speakable is the area of articulation
which the converser enjoys ar
ticulating due to the content of his
. speech. While the unspeakable is
. Semanticists base their
theories on the unspeakable. It is
very important to remember the un
speakable.
O. stands for "Verbal Dueling."
This form of dueling can be traced
back to the early 16th century when
libraries began to become popular in
France.
The event occurs in the reserved
section of the library after two |
players have read Dantes Divine
Comedy. The winner is the player'
who successfully changes his op-1
ponents theories about the Divine

by the librarian.
R. stands for "The Origin of
Language." Language formed a long
long time ago when three cave men,
Lenny, Salh, and Joey were sitting
around the campfire. During coffee
Lenny suddenly stood up and began
to sing "On Ward Christian
Soldiers," Joey and Salh soon joined
in tin the chorus. 1 hat was mans I ii si
encounter with language, and it is in
teresting to note that dance soon
followed.
D. stands for "Born to Speak
Alot." Humans are born with an
inate language, Baby Babble, which
is Greek to most adults. Mathew feels

senators would vote yes 'for sue!'
treaty because the -only alternate
would be a world controlled by Fi'lU ''
Castro.
• ' he 1
lay<d LI

9
that is we could stop the babies fr^ ^
entering the proverbial "Tower,"i
could have a world of Baby Babl
Thus there would be no need to le
foreign languages.
S. stands for nothing. Arm 1
Mathew felt that W.O.R.D.S. souiL
ed better and was much more catfontj. _/o
than W.O.R.D.
1 The
• •
Do you want to know becaio the mi
yon know you don't know. If theiecicted t
swer is yes instead of no send yaiinute li
questions to I know For Those Wickipg a
Want To Know C/O The Pacifican.
|Ma
he field

Editor's note: No, Dr. Anthony is%e gpt cj
a real doctor...just another wild % gC W£
crazy P'can columnist.
; f jr t tf<
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Married couple becomes dominated by a malevolent seducer with aboriginal powi

RESEARCH PAPERS
10,250 on File — All Academic Subjects

Send $1.00 for your up-to-date, 306-page mail order catalog.

ACADEMIC RESEARCH
P.O. BOX 24873
LOS ANGELES, CA 90024
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CITY
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This Coupon is Good For
ONE FREE GAME
Limit One Per Customer Per Oey

Featuring aver (0 different exciting
Amusement Garnet and Finbell Machinal
'expires Nov. 1

_ZIP_

STATE

NOW...

Night Bus Service
Serves UOP
or°shoppUinCJn rid6 thB "ight C°aCh t0 "i9ht classes'
SMTp's air-conditioned buses will let you off and pick vou U D
nght in front of the main entrance, every weekday until 10:10 P.M.
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Don t hassle parking, gas or crossing streets ...
IT'S SMARTER TO GO.
•

Located In Wetoaestoam

.

JESL ***cMon

For complete schedule and route info
call our new number

'ylfff£7c/iu943-iiii

STOCKTOH*WFf/MW*ITAX TRAIVSIT MSTRTCT

nev
act

starring

ALAN
BATES

SUSANNAH
JOHN
YORK
HURT
"An exceptional, excellent film

TIM
CURRY

-ATLANTA CONSTITUTION' *
'An accomplished fantasy of fear, magic and madness."
-DENVER FILM FESTIVAL

£^L£^2^1JLlL!^Ll^£ogpoRATED

West Coast Premiere!

mrsa™*

Sponsored by the UCPC Cinema C o m m . . .

U.C. THEATRE
L

,
November 5-8
Monday 6 & 9 p.m. Tu-Th 6:00 p
M
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I Stockton Senior Colts are star
ing a new season of fast-paced ice
ockey action. Stockton Colts, which
iffer all ASUOP card holders $ 1 off
he regular admission price, invite all
IOP students to come out and cheer
in UOP's own Cam Miller, playing
m a "dynamic" defensive line.
Also on the Colt defensive line is
ormer Bay Area Junior Hockey All
(tar, Chris Harman.
The Colts will open their season
November 4 at Oak Park Ice Arena,
'lay will begin at 6:00 p.m.

® Senior Linebacker Brad Vassar
played what UOP Head Coach Bob
Toledo called "his finest game at
UOP" against Utah. Vassar accoun
ted for 23 tackles, 10 unassisted,
three runners for a loss three times,
for a total loss of 16 yards and caused
a fumble.
Vassar was also instrumental in
stopping Utah State near the Tiger
goal line late in the 4th quarter.
As a result of all this, Vassar was
named PCAA Defensive Player of the
Week.

'After last Friday's home meet
jictory against San Francisco State,
he UOP Water Polo team travels to
jJC Santa Barbara today for a three
i'clock dual meet.
It will be Pacific's greatest meet,
ccording to Coach J. Connor Sutton,
tecause UCSB is the best in the PCAA
his season.
The Tigers will then go to Hayyard State on November 2 for a three
oulci vote yes 'for Suc| clock p.m. meet. Pacific will have
ausc the only alternat i pool their talents together for a
world controlled by p ouhle win.

• UOP women's field hockey are
now 2-7-1. They are participating in
an all-day tournament today at South
Oregon. The tournament will con
tinue through tomorrow.
Their next home game is October
31 at 3 p.m. against U.C. Davis.

•Entries for co-recreational intra
mural volleyball opened October 22.
Entries will close November 1 at
noon.
Play between these teams will
begin November 5. For more infor
mation about sign-ups or play, con
tact Kathy Klein in the intramural of
fice, centrex 2471.
Intramural flag football playoffs
and finals are taking place November
1-8, 4-6 p.m. on the intramural field.

The Tiger soccer team now 1-13,
hayed USF at San F
lay at 3 p.m.
The score was
inavailable at press time.
Their next home game is October
:ouldstop the babies for at ^ Pm-> against San Francisco
c proverbial "Tower." *ate'
• a world of Baby Babl
would be no need to 1«
1

he field goal. My decision was this;
tf: No, Dr. Anthony is ijNe gQt down with less than a minute
or...just another wild m;o gQ> we ran the ba|j twice and made
i columnist.
first down. If that wouldn't have
appened," says Toledo, I would
ave kicked a field goal right there.

m

So my next thought was...I'm
;oing to the end zone one time and
ucerwith aboriginal powei
if we can get a touchdown. My
ling was just go to the end zone
nd see if we can score, and if they're
overed, just get rid of it, then run the
Jiall twice and get in better field goal
losition then kick a field goal with
live seconds left in the game, but as it
vorked out, we didn't execute the
>ass play."
"If I had to do it all over, I would
lave kicked a field goal now, but
ooking at the film, it really wasn't
he decision or the play...it was just a
>ad break. I'm going to relive that in
ny mind for many, many years to
:ome. But then again, who says that
he field goal would have been
lutomatic too?" adds Toledo.
UOP's defense, statistically the
st in the PCAA had one of its best
James against Utah, with outstanling performances coming from
enior Brad Vassar, junior Jeff Tracy,
ind sophomores Darryl Ragland, and
itan Shibata.
"They (UOP) have an excellent
lefensive coaching staff," savv
Snyder. "They're an aggressive and
'ery effective defense."
Both
Utah
quarterbacks
ustained injuries and it is doubtful
vhether or not they will return to
'lay this week. Eric Hippie suffered

Special College
Student Rates
TIM ,

1 film,"

CURK^

>N

madness."

5-8
m/ru-Th6:00 P'v
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•The U.O.P. Women's Volleyball
tqam upped their season record to 263 last Tuesday night as they trounced
the USF Dons 15-6, 15-2, 15-5.
Pacific had just returned from a
weekend in Utah where they were
first beaten by second-ranked Utah
State and then bounced back to win
the Utah State Invitational Tourn
ament title. Sophomore Jayne Gib
son registered 48 tourney kills and
senior Patty Berg turned in 40 against
teams like Lamar, Purdre, and
eighth-ranked University of Southern
California.
This Sunday at 4 o'clock, the
fifth-ranked Tigers face top-ranked
Hawaii at the Delta College Gym.
Coach Taras Liskevvch feels that this
match, along with the Oct. 25th
match at Stanford, will be the
season's best.
Tickets for the
Hawaii/'UOP game are $1 for UOP
students.

•Senior l ight End Mike House
now has a record of 42 catches and
460 yards in seven games. His
average of six receptions per game
ranks him in the Top Five nationally
(this week ranked No. 3) and second
in the PCAA.
House is one of only three tight
ends among the Top 20 receivers in
the country.

the Tigers' strength is Freshman Karen Jacobsen.

a strained arm, and Craig Bradshaw season," says Toledo. "And we feel
is suffering from bruised ribs.
that we have had a successful
"It was frustrating for us because program, our seniors have given us
they had such a great game plan great leadership."
against us," continues Snyder.
Toledo expects the game against
Fresno
to be an emotional one con
One of the game plans that UOP
had perfected was their spurts of sidering the rivalry between the two
unusual offensive attack. The Tigers teams. "It's like the Valley Cham
had closed practice last week in order pionship Bowl," he says.
"If we execute well? control the
to work on some of the plays they
used, such as the shotgun and the football, and defensively stop their
draw play which led to a UOP running game, we should have a good
chance of winning," he adds.
touchdown in the second quarter.
"I think that just closing the
"We don't have a chance,
practice helps you to concentrate realistically," says Fresno Head
more,"says Toledo.
Coach Bob Padilla. "We've lost five
The Tigers began the game in a row and it's hard to keep up team
without a huddle, which Toledo feels, spirits. We're going to do the best we
"set the the tempo of the game."
can." The next three games on the
The tempo that was set by the Tigers schedule are seen as vital to
fans was immeasurable.
their program.
"I didn't see anyone leave," says
"We're not going to win the con
Toledo. "The fans were standing for ference," says Toledo, "we would like
the last six minutes of the game, and to be respectable for the rest of the
they were there ten minutes after the season and I'm sure that we'll finish
somewhere in the middle of the
game.
"That was a great feeling to race.
know that the fans and the people
"The next three games are
whp support our program, and crucial to our program, especially for
everyone in the community, were the seniors who would like to go out
really for us the whole time, it was a winners," adds Toledo.
great feeling to know they supported
us like that. We're excited about
that," he says.
One highlight of the game for
CANADA'S LARGEST SERVICE
both UOP and Utah fans alike, was
Send now for latest catalog.
the half-time show which featured the
-Thousands of termpapers on all
Aggie Marching Band. Their per
subjects. Enclose $5.00 to cover
return postage.
formance received a standing ovation
ESSAY SERVICES
by all fans.
67 Yonge St., Suit# #504
Tommorrow afternoon, the
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
M5E1J8
Tigers will face Fresno State at 2:00
(416) 366-6549
p.m. in Pacific Memorial Stadium in
UOP's homecoming game.
In the series with Fresno, UOP is
24-28.
The Tigers defeated the
Bulldogs last year 27-7.
"We've set a goal for- ourselves,
and the goal is to have a winning

Are Your
AUTO
INSURANCE
COSTS
TOO HIGH?
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UOP's women's volleyball downed USF Tuesday night 15 -16, 16-2, and 15-5.

ids for nothing. Arm
It that W.O.R.D.S. sou
ad was much more cati cont. from page I)
ID.
The second question that comes
u want to know becai o the mind of most fans is why UOP
,ou don t know. If the decided to pass with approximately a
instead of no send yo ninute left in the game, rather than
o 1 know For Those Vf licking a field goal.
now C/O The Pacifican.
"Maybe we would have missed

er
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More on UOP football

guages.
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478-2450
Budget Payments
DUTCHER INSURANCE Agency

4422 No. Pershing Suite D-8
Stockton, CA 95207
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There are easier ways to pay for college.
Conducting telethons, waiting tables or
parking cars may not be the only ways to
help you pay for college. There may be a
scholarship or grant available that you ve
overlooked. Or it may be as simple as cutting
back on expenses. Read the next issue of
Insider and find out.
Ford hopes this next issue of Insider will
give you a "better idea" for paying your way

through college. And if you need a set of
wheels to get you around campus, check out
the sporty Fords for the 80 s.

Look for Insider-' Ford's continuing series

of College newspaper supplements.

FORD

FORD DIVISION

FOOTBALL PLAYER OF THE WEEK
UOP vs. Utah State

Brad Vassar
Senior, Linebacker, 6'2 , 225 lbs.
from Sonora, California
23 tackles, 10 unassisted
threw runners for a loss 3
times, caused a fumble.

l ne racim
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Campus news notes
Academic
deadlines

nutrition, clinical nutrition, food additives and fad diets. The speakers
will include George York, an exten
sion technologist in food science and
technology from UC Davis, Doris
Derelian, executive secretary of the
California Dietetic Association, and
Sue Rodwell Williams, chief of the
nutrition program at Kaiser Permanete in Oakland.
For more information telephone
946-2303.

The last day to apply for spring
graduation is November 1.
The last day to drop classes is
Friday, November 2.
Paul Vogelzang, director of Aca
demic Affairs, can be reached in the
ASUOP office at 946-2233.

Raquetball

Real Estate
seminars

The Raquetball Committee will
meet October 31 at 7 p.m. in the
ASUOP Conference Room.

"Real Estate Investment, Includ
ing the First Home" will by presented
as the first of a two-part seminar on
October 29 at 7:30 p.m. in the Gold
A continuing education program
for nurses and pharmacists on the Room.
The presentation by veteran
subject of nutrition is scheduled for
realtor
and instructor Tom Becker of
Sunday, October 28, at the School of
Fritz Grupe Co. will talk about mort
Pharmacy.
The five-hour session will begin gages, trading up, leverage and
at 9 a.m. and include ar "nutritious commercial in industrial properties.
The second part of the seminar
break" around 12 noon so the par
ticipant can t-- wir'nus special and on November 5 will include
therapeutic diets while, discussing discussion of structure and economics
of real estate, potential' for invest
food content with dieticians.
ment and trends in the industry.
Subjects lo be discussed include a
functional approach to human

Nutrition
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Class

Dance

A Homecoming dance sponsored
by ASUOP Social and the Asian
Alliance tomorrow night at 9 p.m. in
Raymond Great Hall.
A live band, C.P. Salt will pro
vide music.
Dress is semi-formal.
Admission is free for ASUOP
cardholders.

$ requests

they receive to the iesidents who live
at Stockton State Hospital.
The candy will be useo
throughout the year for special par
ties, goodies, and for reinforcements
in training groups.
The city youth will be identified
with pumpkin-shaped badges reading
"trick 'or treat for Stockton State
Hospital."
'Candy can also be donated
directly to the volunteer center at the
hospital or by calling 948-7107.

ASUOP budget request petitions
must be turned in to the ASUOP of
fice for Senate approval by Novem
ber 2.
Any campus group in need of
funds can pick up a petition on Oct
ober 29.

Halloween
Halloween is a time for ghosts,
witches and trick-or-treaters.
This year, local school children
throughout Stockton will be trick-or
treating for the benefit of Stockton
State Hospital.
Keeping with the spirit of a
"trick or a treat," these youngsters
will be donating some of the treats

Music series
Three faculty members will per
form in a Resident Artist Series con
cert on Monday, October 29.
The 8:15 p.m. program in the
Conservatory Auditorium will be
open to the public without charge
and feature works by bassoonist Dr.
Donald DaGrade, clarinetist Dr.
William Dominik, and pianist Dr.
Wolfgang Fetsch.

Advertising

Contact'The3 graduate office^ the btology

"INCOME OPPORTUNITIES FOR A
for travel and,
VENTURERS" B<'
venture. Send self-addressed, stamped,
velope to: Workshop, PO Box 1I6(

department. 946-2581 before5 p.m.

Pacifica, Calif. 94044.
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EPISCOPALIAN STUDENTS &
There will be a meeting at the
Callison Lodge on Monday. Oct.
p.m.. sponsored by St. Stephens

FRIENDS.
Raymond29th at 7
Episcopal

|> VY ING $10 Men's, $5 Women's lor (\IOV6lTlb
Kings. Any condition. Will arrange pj
up. Phone toll tree 1-800-835-2240.

inswf

Church.

MEN
WOMEN
p )BS ON SHIPS! American, Foreign
experience required, excellent pay, woi
u ide travel, summer job or career
$3.00 lor information: SEAFAX, Depf
13, Box 2049. Port Angeles, Washing

PART TIME MASSEUSE. Must have diploma
,i willing to go to school. Strictly professional.
Call 465-8883 (after noon).

(18362.
Pregnant?

Need help?

Birthright offers

B>

free, confidential services including pregnane t
testing, and help with any problems you have.
We care about you. Call Birthright 464-4173.

RENTAL; a boat. Smith Canal in thr
ee ater -

available through June.
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Hiving
H e a t v
The course requires that
youfcsib burg
tend class one night per week for fentjiester
three short weeks. . At the end of jjadefl bac
course an in-depth advanced hojjen le spo
study course on cassette will be gi\, sdinning
each student as a reinforcement t»n is jourts
-ll-ll
i.
w l z i n f f n o f f - I - I ! pUt 1
andi will
allow hthe
student
to alt H
his maximum ability.
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SPEED READING COURSE
TAUGHT IN STOCKTON
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

_ r

You only have to attend one of
Arrangements have been made
these free lectures for complete
for California Rapid Reading Center
to conduct their famous speed details on entrance requirements,
class schedules and classroom
reading and study technique course
procedures. There is no obligation to
to a limited number of qualified
enroll by attending one of these free
people here in Stockton.
•
i
i i . .
meetings and many valuable tips on
This course can train the average how to improve your own reading
person to read five to ten times faster speed at home will be given. Stu
and with better comprehension, con dents, businessmen, and business
women alike will benefit from this
centration, and improved retention.
valuable lecture.
The course guarantees to triple a
These free meetings will be con
person's reading speed or 1,000 wor
ds per minute, whichever is greater, ducted as follows:
Mon. Oct. 29th at 7 : 4 5 p.m.
and with better comprehension. The
Tue. Oct. 30th at 7 : 4 5 p.m.
guarantee, however is a bare
Wed. Oct 31st at 7 : 4 5 p.m.
minimum, as the average graduate
Thur. Nov. 1st at 7 : 4 5 p.m.
will end the course in excess of 2,000
Fri. Nov. 2nd at 7 : 4 5 p.m.
words per minute.
Sat. Nov. 3rd at 10:30 a.m. & 1:30 RoomG-5
p.m.

a»r>w

Happy Halloween

—from The Pacifican staff

Stagg
School

AVE 10% OlfEft OUR SALE PRICE I
LISTED BELOW
1. PE666A AM/FM Cassette-Auto
Reverse

242.95 123.00

2. PE703AAM/FM-8 Track

246.75 126.88
179.95- 98.95

3. 300EQB Equalizer/Booster

83.95 54.87

4. PE452A 8Track

panyo

1. RG5702 AM/FM Cassette Player
Auto Reverse

149.95 106.30

I

e t) plat

Higl

le twe
ind t
hinit Gros

Now Available at the

2. RG5202 AM/FM Cassette Player
FF-Reverse

169.95 124.02

TM

Audiophonic
28.00

1. AS41 4-2 Coxaial Speakers

|1. FT489 Push Button Cassette
Player-Auto Reverse

209.95 152.22

| 2 . FT41 8 AM/FM Push Button
Cassette Player

189.95 136.75

| 3 . FT646 AM/FM Push Button
'Cassette Player-Auto Reverse
Dolby Noise Reduction

239.95 176.42

Arkay
1 . 4 7 - 7 0 0 1 W e d g e S p e a k e r s pr.
2.

1 5.00 9.88|

1 0 O z M a g n e t S p e a k e r s pr.

«

17.331

Afco
1. 1 DC675 AM/FM Cassette Player

I4.FT601 Cassette Player

59.95 41.37

p. F 8 7 0 5 A M / F M R a d i o n o b o x / p a p e r s

89.95 44.95

|6. SP737 Three-way Speakers

79.95 52.46

CA
157.10 125.00

2. 1 DC800PB AM/FM Push Button
Cassette

1 29.00 99.88|
10I > by Da

3. SCX900 AM/FM Radio
4. 1 DC350 AM/FM Cassette Player

95.00 70.64|

5. 1 DC7 50A AM/FM Cassette Player
Auto Reverse

146.00|

FROM A

NORTON SIMON INC

6 . P B 3 0 E Grafic E q u a l i z e r A m p .

99.95 68.88

p . 1 2 R 9 0 3 8 T r a c k Player

7 . 3 W C HI/FI 3 - W a y A u t o S p e a k e r
S y s t e m pair

89.00 47.88

| 4 . 1 2 R 4 0 D F l u s h M o u n t S p e a k e r s pr.

MAX FACTORm COSMETICS
COMPANY

| 2 . 1 2R902 8 Track Player

ru

Oc-to!

Pioneer

1u
lii

| 5 . 1 2 R 4 0 8 Big M a g S p e a k e r s pr.
1.KP8005 AM/FM Push Button
Cassette Player

loadstar
11. RS20000 AM/FM Cassette Player

85.05

| 2 . R S 6 0 2 1 2 - w a y F l u s h M o u n t S p e a k e r s pr.

26.99

I Astraltone
1. Cassette Player

:

Sharp

Clarion

1. 1 2R710 AM/FM 8 Track Player

.

249.95 209.95

2 . T S - 1 2 0 S p e a k e r s F l u s h M o u n t pr.

29.25

to introduce MAXI to you, a 10% discount fl
any Maxi Cosmetics until November 2

M

Jensen

n«>

1 . C 9 9 2 6 1 O o z M a g n e t S p e a k e r s pr.

U ji

46.00 35.95'

Crest
Discount on top of Sale Price
* No other discount
SALE ENDS NOV. 2, 1979
(Limited to stock on hand)
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32.95

Advanced Campus Electronics
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X-Large tube
Beat the Cavity Creep
List $1.49
Special .99

The ,
suits wa

Faberge
Organics
Wheat Germ/Honey
Shampoo
List $1.99

Special $1.39
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University Book Store

Anie,

Ultima, Ctnttr • Stockton, CA »S2II • (2M1 »« 2J>' ^ J( )|>
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